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SECTION I.
EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT

























































































































































purpose of this experiment is to:































































































































































































acal light is the glow that is produced by the scattei
;ering characteristics of these particles, the bright
K
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i!£ ^.2 &щЗц эцч \\v элпввэш oi :photometer system uses a photoelectric photometei
































































































































































































































The photometer system measures three parameters that fully characterize the radiat ion
the skyglow and from the OA corona; i. e. , brightness of the total and of the polarized со
side of the earth. Measurements on the earth's sunlit s ide and at the terminator will be
to characterize the contaminant cloud, and to provide information on skyglow (zodiacal li
1t:ои!
о







4 Limited Sky Mapping
5 All Sky Mapping

















The modes define the actual electro!mechanical operation of the photometer system.
5. These programs are defined by a specific target (gegenschein, ecliptic poles, etc.).
trunnion (elevation) angles, orbital position of program start, duration of performance,
and Scientific Airlock (SAL) location. In all, there are 18 separate programs. A descri
tion of each mode and program is given below:
• Mode 0 CALIBRATION
The calibration mode may be performed with the photometer in any orientation
The photometer is capped and looks at a standard calibration source instead of
the sky. Each of the 10 fi lters is used to observe this calibration source for
one time (10 f i l ters, 2 min 5 sec) prior to the start of every Mode 1 program.
sequence of Modes 2 through 5.
!!Progra m Oa, System Monitor
This program is performed at any shaft (azimuth) and trunnion (elevation)
setting. The photometer is capped, and the sequence counter is used to с yd
provides information on system precision and on typical effects of the changi
The program requires one orbit (94 min) to complete and may be started
anywhere in the orbit. No Data Acquisi t ion Camera (DAC) film is required
























































































































































































the level of conl
his mode is performed with the photometer in a fixed pos







ation on the zod
light at ±.90° elongation (angular distance from the sun),

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of a vertical circle scan, the shutter clo
эп, the shutter opens, and the photometei
ntinued until all the filters have been use
the !f!Z (solar) SAL is 15°. When us ing
stops at 15°, the mount rotates in shaf t
Ecliptic (anti!solar view)
rovides information on contamination ba



































scans in t runnion from 1 12. 5° to the ant
ding to the ecliptic ( shaf t is 0 е). The sh
with the shutter open. The t r u n n i o n then
squires 19 min to complete the observati




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This program is performed in order to examine the '
of the gegenschein before changes in br ightness occu
through the entire range of shaft at each of two t runn






























The program requires 34 min to complete including 1
trunnion angles. The DAC will expose 160 frames o;
performance.
^~~4)


























































The purpose of this program is to examine the wavel
corona before any change in brightness occurs. The
outside the earth's shadow and scans through the enti
of two trunnion angles, 11Z. 5 and 110°, using all 10 i





















































The program requires 34 min to perform; however,
the program is to be performed twice: once with the













































































































































































































enenschein or the sun by performing a
i shaft at fixed trunnion) separated in


















































































































































































































































































































































:ode 5 ALL SKY MAPPING

























































-Program 5a, All Sky Map
This program performs concentric scans



























































Each scan {1 filter) requires 32 min. To
filters, requires 320 min and 10 orbits. I
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L!l/SL! 2 mission, it is desired to be
; on DOY 145. Ten days of the Z8 day



































!!Ne t Calibration Time

















g!!Ne t Cal ibra t io n Time
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nts S!019 (Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy), S!020 (UUraviolet/X!Ray S
Ъу), S!063 {Ultraviolet Airg low Horizon Photography), S! 149 (Particl.
), S!183 (Ultraviolet Panorama), S!190B (Earth Terrain Camera),
Tonograph Contamination Measurements), T!027 (Sample Array Syste
•erational Portable Color Televis ion System (PCTVS). No two experir
leduled concurrently at the same SAL.
nt T!027/S!073 orientation/extension mechanism is also used by
nt S!149 and the PCTVS and cannot be scheduled concurrently,
nt T!027/S!073 cannot be scheduled concurrently with M!092 (Inflight
itive Pressure), M!093 (Vectorcardiogram), and M!171 (Metabolic Ac
f the requirement for 320!sample/sec data channels in the Airlock Mo
:periments M!092 and M!171 use M!093 Vectorcardiogram hardware,


















































t Maneuvering Equipment). The M!509 experiment will use the same








































































































































































































































!The N andS с
0
ns at Hawaii.

























•abe a separation of at leas
md 2d.
!Ther e should
programs 2c E Sa•a>*!cW>лс03с1Л4)g
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should be performed dur
solar SAL because of its








time during mid!miss£ 
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r will protrude into th






















either SAL, the photome
by T!020 (Foot Controlle
lon't Wants
!Whe n mounted at
volume required



























































































!!The maximum allowable scan rate error in shaft or trunnion dur ing data gatheri:
i 0.025 deg/sec.
!!Us e moderate hand torque when assembling the photometer extension rods (appr




















































!!Solar inertial or any other known inertial orientation is most desirable. Inertia
orientation modes with random rates below 0. 05 deg/sec are preferred. Consta
rates up to 0. 1 deg/sec sealer changes in orientation are acceptable if they
do not result in a loss of the designated target.
!!Angula r accelerations that result in rates less than 0. 05 deg/sec are acceptable
•<2
Don't Wants
!!Th e total radiation dosage for each film magazine should not exceed 5 rad.














eferences 1. 7, 10, and 12.
the experiment is aborted, then the probability of success (F*
s
) is equal to 0. 0. If 1
Kperiment is compromised and minimum information is salvaged, P
s
 = 0. 1 !* 0. 5; if
laximum information is salvaged, P
s
 = 0. 5 — 0. 9. If the experiment is completed a
cheduled P8 = 1.0.
lission SL!l/SL!2
he T!027/S!073 photometer system is expected to be deployed between 8.05 and 17.
iring the mission. This calculation is based on the assumption that the experiment
j started early in the mission. Experiment operations are expected to terminate 5 <
i be accomplished. Eight of the 23 scans are mandatory, 7 scans are highly desiral
id 8 scans are desirable. This constitutes the Pi's baseline scanning requirement,
ight scans represent a 34. 8 percent accomplishment of FO!1 through FO!23. Fiftee
























































































































































































































































































































;d for flight on SL!l/SL!2, SL!3, and SL!4
































































































































idable Universal Extension Mechanism (UXI
ster system (photometer head assembly) thr


































































>peration, the photometer canister assetnbl
UXM is extended manually by using a eerie;
also provides control panels for the operat






































 gf i l ters, a FOV system, and a PMT to aena
ion.
•§.«>.£
« 2! « S
ces 10, 12. 15, and 16.
» Canister Assembly
l Control Panels
» Photometer Head Assembly





















































































































Functional Block Diagram (FBD


















































































































































































































































































































































otometer head, PCTVS camera,
th the photometer head retracte
ernal canister volume is sealed



































































































tomatic programmer is not atta*
S
 S































her manually, in a filter change










































































































PMT and DAC sunshield dust covers



























sembly fails, the crew is expected to
Communications and Data
!!If the structural integrity of the canister asi
the experiment so as not to compromise ere
e
V
canister/SAL interface fails, it will i
the PCTVS.
Support
!!If the structural integrity of the canister or
possible to deploy the S!149 experiment and
e
ed to the OWS floor directly below the
Crew Safety
!!The canister shell assembly is interfaced tc
Normally a tripod assembly would be secur<
canister to inhibit X axis movement of the с
the canister would be mounted to the SAL at
•xOо"IIcir
If the tripod cannot be repaired to support tl
terminated.
lat the OWS/SAL wall interface might
hell assembly (measured 52 in. from
Preliminary structural analysis indicates th
the SAL/canister flange interface).
he aft end of the canister assembly
.nister, especially when the canister
The Vehicle Analysis Section (S&E!ASTN!A
than 125 to 150 Ib be applied at anytime to tl
(when mounted in the SAL) without the suppc
hhe crewmen can rope off the immedia
Operability
!!The canister assembly can be isolated from



































































































































































































ment with the SAL/OWS wall. The canister assemlby ax:
the SAL/OWS wall, and can probably be observed by a cr
wall, a loss of OWS atmosphere will be experienced. If i
the crew members must evacuate the OWS to the Multiple
the area, and rely on the Command Service Module (CSM
53 18f 19, 21, 22, 23, and 72.






















































































































































































rough handling that might inadvertently cause the eject













































































 §W wS0 J0 HJ О3 zg <о о*u Эb, 2
• The ejection rod may be binding against the front and back holder brackets, thereby
causing the retainer pin to bind between the ejection tube knob and the retaining

























































































The extension rods provide the means for deploying the UXM and the photometer head into spac
one aft rod designated C. Rods A through В are the same s ize in diameter and length. Rod С
pins on the front end of each extension rod and six holes on the back end of the rod that receive
pins from the succeeding rod. The pins align the threads in the rods for exact mating. The ba
end of the С rod has only four holes to accept the pins from the slewing handle.
All the extension rods have a stripe to indicate when the photometer has been fully retracted. ,
mark is available on each rod (approximately 3 in. from the back end) to indicate the point to w
the rod must be retracted before the extension rod handle can be attached to the rod. All rods
of the mast out of the canister is accomplished by connecting rod A to the UXM mast support tu
the rod. After deploying the rod, the extension rod handle is removed and attached to the next
for deployment. A tube brake is used to clamp the mast in place when attaching or removing
extension rods. All remaining rods are deployed in this manner. After the last rod is deploye
it is further extended (approximately 3 in . ) and preloaded by rotating the slewing handle cw. Т
rod deployment is similar except that only the A and С rods are used and the mast is not preloa
The Pf for the extension rods appears to be small. If the rods should fail, the following s i tuat i
could happen:
it will not be possible to connect the rod or apply a preload to it. If the rod is exec
warped, it may not be possible to extend or retract the rod through the mechanical
control panel. The photometer head cannot be deployed or retrieved.
!!If the extension rods cannot be assembled for photometer head deployment from eit
SAb, the experiment will be terminated.
!!If the extension rods cannot be configured (extended seven rods and fully preloaded]










































































its scanning programs. The photometer calibration program can be accomplished.
A major loss of telemetry measurement data can be expected for the Contamination
and Zodiacal Light/Gegenschein scan programs. Experiment S!149 and PCTVS
measurement data and information would also be lost.
!!If the extension rods cannot be configured for two photometer head deployment
from the anti!oolar SAL (!Z axis), the photometer cannot perform its scanning
programs. The photometer calibration can, however, be accomplished but a
minor loss of telemetry measurement data would be expected. Zodiacal light/
gegenschein program data and Experiment S!149 measurement data would be lost.
Support
!!If the extension rods cannot be configured (extended seven rods and fully preloaded)
for the S!149 experiment or PCTVS deployment from the solar SAL, both the
experiment and television operations would be lost. If the A and С rods cannot be
assembled to support the anti!solar SAL deployment of Experiment S!149, then the
•
Operability
!!It is possible to inadvertently deploy the extension rod through the mechanical centre





•ujaiqojd 343 Л;тдэл чтгэ sutd xapui род jo uoipadsui jensiA !poj
>tqui3BSE XjsnoiA3.id эщ ojui э8г8иэ рив иЗп* ?ои op suid xspui poj sjaqmsm «эдэ эцх•
The extension rod handle, when turned, cannot engage or disengage the rod's forward
threaded section into the preceeding rods. This means that the inner rod is broken, о
thread damage has occurred. The extension rods cannot be attached to the UXM mast
suppport tube or preceeding rod. If the rod was deployed, the crewman could not deta
the rod when turning ccw.
•
Excessive warpage of extension rod may cause the inner rod to bind against the wall o]
the outer rod. Rod warpage may be so severe that binding occurs when trying to deplc
or retrieve the rod through the mechanical control panel. The crewman could not pusl
•
If the extension rod is pushed through the mechanical control panel access hole, the re
will not be visible to the crewman, the panel hole will be open, and a loss of OWS































































































>hell. The extension rod/carry ing handle is used to grasp the end of each extensi
ids in the connection and extension of the rods. The extension rod/carry ing hand
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around a failed or malfunctioned extension rod/carry ing handle, but the missi i
ss




































































00.ng handle is stowed on the relay driver assembly. The handle, when used, is atl
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!!If the spring!loaded retention mechanism breaks, the index pins may disengage
!!If the extension rods cannot be preloaded when deploying the photometer from the si
SAL, the scan programs are lost, but the system monitor programs can stil l be pe:
formed. The S!149 experiment cannot be operated if the above deployment equipme
is not preloaded. The PCTVS cannot scan for the same conditions as mentioned in
mechanical interface. The inabil i ty to preload the seven extension rods constitutes
malfunction that could lead to the e ject ion of the photometer, if they cannot be retr;
!!Th e S!149 experiment cannot be operated from the solar SAL unti l a preload is
applied to the deployment assembly (rods, UXM, and mast support tube).
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• The crewman can remove the s l e w i n g handle from the rod without releasing the
* Approximately 37 cw turns of the s lewing handle is required to apply the proper
resis tance preload to the extension rods. If a s ignif icantly greater number of turns
has not applied a preload, either the slewing handle is not properly engaged into the
С rod, or the inner rod attaching assemblies are not fully engaged. The crew membi
should investigate the malfunction before proceeding.
TJFи
tube plug has provisions for stowage on the same mounting bracket as the slewing handle.
Id any one of the extension rods be inadvertently pushed through the O!ring seal housing,
ving OWS pressure to escape, the tube plug is removed from its stowage bracket and





















•crextension occurs, the crewman may be able to retr ieve the deployed rod with the succee
if the rod index pins can be aligned and the stem end threads engaged. This would precluc
t ion of the photometer sys tem. If the overextended rod cannot be recaptured, the photomet



















rences 15 through 18.
ejection rod provides the capabi l i ty to eject the extension rod, UXM, orientat ion mechanisi
:he photometer head into space in the event of a crew emergency or an unrecoverable equip
re. If the photometer head cannot be retracted into the canister shell so that the SAL door















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































|observed or injury may occur to a crew member.
• The astronaut will be unable to turn the bp eject knob ccw when the eje<
configured for a release mode. s0101jr• The ejection rod cannot be threaded onto the mast support tube adapter





























tiister assembly is designed to provide a structural flange with two moldet
;e between the canister and the SAL. The SAL latching mechanism receiv
secures it by forcing the seals against the mating surfaces, and seals ag;
here leakage. The leak rate for the seals should not exceed 5. 9 x 10 2 SI
rt ,,, 
rt - £- 3
"•8-E S.S °

























0*!'з м!!Excessiv e leakage of the OWS atmosphere through the SAL could restermination of the experiment. This situation would probably be cau
оL interface
!!If excessive leakage of the OWS atmosphere through the canister/SA






















d assembly is used to inhibit the movement of the canister assembly when
is to be deployed from an SAL. The tripod is launched assembled and at
nent work area floor near SAL 1. During OWS activation the crewman wi
from the OWS floor and stow it in the vicinity of the ventilation control sys







































pod is attached to the OWS floor using hand screws. Each hand screw is
:ripod. A threaded spaced is also attached to the hand screw. The spacei
.hreaded onto the hand screw when installing the tripod (a gap will be visib






































•f calfax fasteners on the back end of the canister assembly is threaded inl
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The eject lever is provided for contingency operations which require the capability to eject
the hardware internal to the canister in the event of a malfunction that would not allow retractioi
of the photometer head. Clockwise rotation of the lever unlatches detents to allow attachment
and extension of the ejection rod. The lever knob is detented at both ends of travel and must
d
The Pf for the rod eject latch is considered remote. If the latch should fail to release for
equipment ejection, the following situations could occur:
• Mechanical
!!The ejection rod cannot be deployed to accomplish UXM equipment ejection.
• Electrical
support tube interface cannot be moved forward to accomplish plug and receptacle
• Support
!!Experimen t S!149 and the PCTVS could not be ejected if the need to do so arose.
Experiment S!149 and the PCTVS use the same T!027/S!073 ejection system.1VДVт
Э
01U311g10)•s2•аэSs0s5п)ОТЭSdлH
• The eject lever cannot be pivoted and detented from left!to!right by the astronaut.
• The UXM mast support tube adapter retaining latches cannot be disengaged. The
adapter will not move into the canister assembly when deployed forward. The
crewman can observe the movement of the adapter and latches.
References 15, 18, 19, and 22.
A tube brake is used to provide a restraining force against the rods during extension and
retraction so as to preclude inadvertent loss of rod through the access hole before the UXM
is fully extended or retracted. The tube brake secures a throw!away plug, which is attached
to the UXM mast support tube during launch. The plug is removed and disposed of when
photometer deployment procedures are implemented. When the tube brake is not in use,




The Pf for the tube brake is considered remote. If the tube brake should fail during extension
rod deployment or retraction, it could have the following consequences:
!!The tube brake could not restrain the extension rods. 'The A and В extension rods






















































































































































































































£ 3 I .
—If the extension rods a
UXM could become foi




































































 i•ЗЛИл sof:ontrolling power 1th (shaft) am
nces 15 and 18.































































































































































































































































































































































































































30 Vac rms ±10 percent, 400 Hz ±10 percent (square wave)
28 Vdc filtered spacecraft power.
es 15, 18, 37, 38, and 39.
;r switch (SI) applies power to the photometer system. Switch SI is a two pole,















































!!If SI fails open, power cannot be applied to the relay and driver assembly
to drive the orientation mechanism and photometer head electrical subsystems.
!!If SI fails closed in the POWER ON condition, the power cannot be cut off. The a
priate cb at panel no. 617 would have to be opened to cut off power to the experim
Communications and Data





























--The crewman can acquire 28 Vdc to the photometer system power supply through
manual control panel EXPERIMENT SELECT s w ( S l l ) , S-149 sw (S12), and reque
ground telemetry command signals S378 or S250 to be executed ON. The Sll sw i
be in the S-149 position and the S12 sw must be positioned to CMD. These conditi
permit 28 Vdc to be delivered to the experiment power supply. The photometer
polarizer circuit will be disabled until telemetry signal S380 or S256 is commandt
from the ground. The S380 or S256 command signal latches circuitry that permit
polarizer wheel to be driven.
i of failure is by crewman observation that all control panel indicator readout lights
































































3The SAL power cable (stowed in the photometer storage container F591) is connected from
the common control panel at receptacle J6, to OWS panel 518/544, and makes power avail:
| to the photometer system from OWS buses 1 and Z.
!
о
£u XThe SAL instrumentation cable (stowed in the photometer storage container F591) is conne














and connected to the manual control panel at J9. The J8 panel interface is a feed through ;
cannot be disconnected.
References 15, 18, 36, 37, 38, and 41.
n!The shaft switch (SZ) is used to manually orient the photometer head in azimuth (refer tofunctional item 3.5. 1.4.3.2).. Switch SZ is a single pole, three position, hermetically sea.toggle switch, that maintains a circuit at all positions. S2, in the INCH position, rotates t
head in an increasing angular direction; S2, in the DECK position, rotates the head in a de<






With the automatic programmer connected, SZ is used to manually set the mode initializati
conditions of azimuth. With the shorting plug connected in place of the automatic program
(at the manual control panel), all pointing is done manually. With the shorting plug install










To move off these points, within the limits of travel, requires momentary placement of th.
SZ to the center position and then to the direction desired. With the automatic programme





























































































































































































































































































































Nlost. Program scans that require the shaft to be initiali



















































!!Initia l shaft settings can be set up using an automatic pri
By selecting the proper mode, repetitions, shaft l imit si





































































































!.!If the indicator fails to illuminate, the shaft position can
determined by the crew.
!!If an indicator element is lost it will not display a numer
the indicator can be interpreted by referring to the rema
and knowing that the shaft drive rate is 4 deg/sec.
Pointing and Control





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ЛMEASUREMENT, PHOTOMETER AND GEGEN

























































































, but a power r(s
 1
Electrical
!!If Sll fails open, there is no effect on T!i
be established for Experiment S!149.




















experiment, but Experiment S!149 loses 1
















































































!!If the polarizer wheel circuit is disabled,
!!If the S!149 MD/CSU circuit is disabled,
•
Operability
















should re« £0) .2















The FW step switch (S6) controls the position change for FW's A and В located in the cente
housing of the photometer head. Switch S6 is a single pole, three position, hermetically
sealed toggle switch that is spring returned to the center (AUTO) position, and provides a
momentary circuit at MAN!A and MAN!B switch positions. Movement of S6 to MAN!A
























!!If S6 fails open, power cannot be applied to the logic and relay driver circuits.
The FW stepping motors (Bl and B2) cannot be manually or automatically
moved to the next position.
!!If S6 fails closed in a manual position, FW A or FW В will continue to step
until power is interrupted at the manual control panel.
!!If S6 fails closed in the AUTO position, the FW cannot be positioned manually.
There is no effect on the automatic programmer control circuit, and both FW'
• Operability
— If S6 fails, the FW cannot be electrically synchronized (see functional item
3.5.1.3.3.2.3).
An S6 switch failure indication can be discerned by the crewman when he observes DS!3
registering FW position changes.
•
о
References 15, 22, 37, 38, 41 and 42.
The FW auto switch (S7) permits the FW's to sequence step through the filter positions.
Switch S7 is a single pole, three position, hermetically sealed toggle switch that can
maintain a circuit in any of the three positions. With the shorting plug installed and S7.
in position FW A, momentarily initiating PORGRAM START will cause the sequencing
through of the five filters in FW A. Placing S7 in positions 'A&B and initiating PROGRAM
START will cause the sequencing through the five filters in FW A and the five filters in ГИ
In position В no function occurs. With the automatic programmer installed, the same is



















































!!If S7 fails open, power cannot be applied to the logic relay driver circuit, and
the automatic programmer sequence circuit to control and operate Bl and B2


















































з used to control
!!If S7 fails closed in any one of the three switch positions and 1
completed for the failed S7 switch position when the PROGRA1
is positioned to START. The other two S7 switch functions wi
!!If S7 fails closed in the FW В pos i t ion and the shorting plug.i'













s between FW A
iterval between
d to control FW
An FW position should change every 12 sec. with 4 sec interval
and FW В when the automatic programmer is used. A 14 sec ir
FW A and FW В will be noted whenever the shorting plug is usei
!
1 properly byThe ground personnel can determine if the FVf ' s have sequencec
observing the change of state for the following telemetry measu
FW A FW в
K7270Z027 K7270T027 K7268Z027 K7268T02'
K7271Z027 K7271T027 K7269Z027 K7269T02'





























































£ 8-3 -5 *
* s 1 1
 
з
:es 15, 22, 37, 38, 41, and 42.
A and В readout (DS!3) is an electro!luminescent indicator of the
sitions. Each FW contains five filters and one open hole. An eig
indicates an out!of!sync condition between the readout circuitry a
likely to occur on power dropout or on initial power application, v










































































































4JСcannot be deterrri Electrical
!!If the indicator fails to illuminate, FW A and FW В positions
Refer to functional item 3. 5. 1.3. 2. 1, 3. 2.
i Operability


















































































































• The ground personnel can determine if FW A and FW В are synchronized by
monitoring the change of state for those telemetry measurements found in
functional items 3. 5. 1. Ъ. 3. 2. 2:
References 15, 22, 37, 38, 41, and 42.
The FOV readout (DS!3) is an electro!luminescent indicator of the FOV wheel position.
There are six FOV wheel positions. The FOV positions are read on the right hand portion
of the indicator while the FW positions are read on the left hand portion. Loss of
synchronization and re synchronization procedure is the same as for FW readout.
rt
The Pf for the FOV readout is the same as the FW readout; therefore, the fail effects are
similar, except that the FOV position indications are af fected by the FOV step switch (S5).
s
















References 15, 22, 37, 38, 41, and 42.
The FOV step switch S5 controls the position change for the FOV wheel located in the a£t
housing of the photometer head. Switch S5 is a single pole, two position, hermetrically
sealed toggle switch. The switch's STEP position is a momentary contact to establish the
stepping motor circuit, while the other position is spring actuated to brake the circuit
contact. When circuit contact is made, the FOV stepping motor (B3) drives the FOV wheel














































































































































 S2 SD gЬ *•
Electrical
!!If S5 fails open/closed in the relaxed position, power cannot be applied to the
logic and relay driver circuit. Motor B3 cannot drive the FOV wheel.
!!If S5 fails open/closed in the STEP position, the B3 will operationally step as




!!If S5 fails, the ability to select and maintain an FOV so tting for a photometer
scan measurement will be lost. The ability to electrically operate the FOV for
synchronization purposes will be lost. Switch S5 failure can be determined by
the astronaut as shown in functional item 3. 5. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1, except that the respons
is for the FOV as displayed on readout DS!3.
П)&
era shutter switch (S14) controls the position of the DAC located on the photometer
witch S14 is a single pole, two position, hermetically sealed toggle switch. The
OPEN/CLOSE position is a momentary contact to make circuit while the AUTO
ition is a maintained contact to make circuit. Momentarily placing the switch in
N/CLOSE position will command the shutter to its alternate position; i. e. , Open

















or S14 is considered remote. If S14 should fail, the following effects would occur:Очн
Electrical
!!If S14 fails open, power cannot be applied to the camera automatic sequence
•
circuit.
!!If S14 fails open/closed in the OPEN/CLOSE position, the shutter cannot be
cycled during DAC shutter synchronization procedure.
!!If S14 fails closed in the AUTO SEQ position, the DAC shutter cannot be
synchronized. The manual DAC shutter oepn/close function is lost.
















* The astronaut can monitor the camera shutter readout (DS!4) for a bp (shutter
is closed) or blank (shutter is open) display.




























































































































пега sequence switch (S13) is used to cycle the DAC shutter when operating the
eter head in a manual mode. Switch S13 is a single pole, two position, hermetricall
toggle switch. The START position is a momentary contact to make circuit. Switch
spring returned to the open circuit position. Switch S13 is used only when the shorti]
installed. Placing S13 in the SEQ START position starts a 100 sec camera shutter
sec closed, 1 sec open, then close sequence. To repeat this sequence the SEQ










































!!If S13 fails open/closed, power cannot be applied to the camera sequence
circuit. The DAC shutter cannot be cycled when using the shorting plug. The





• The crewman can detect the failure of S13 by monitoring the camera shutter read
(DS!4) position display when moving the S13 to the SEQ START position.
• Ground personnel can monitor the camera's shutter position {refer to telemetry
measurement K7309T027).
и
nces 15, 22, 37, 38, 41, and 42.
.mera shutter readout (DS!4) is an electro!luminescent indicator of the camera shutt*
m. A barber pole (5) readout indicates a closed camera shutter. A blank readout
:es an open camera shutter. The readout and the shutter position may not be in
onization on power dropout or initial power application. Therefore, following initial
application or power dropout, the CAMERA SHUTTER OPEN/CLOSE switch must be













































!!If the indicator fails to illuminate, the DAC shutter position cannot be determii
• Operability
— The crewman cannot determine if the DAC shutter is synchronized, by
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sg9 'S6vith both the DAC shutter read
.cations for open and close are
;ter readout (DS!4) is shared \
The PMT shutter readout indi



























































































в|£ >•tional item 3. 5. 1. 3. 3. 4.3 арр
зоппе! should monitor telemeti
durations as specified for func
























































































































































iear solenoid (LI) cannot be pi
ost. The AUTO function is aff
PEN position, the cap cannot b
UTO position, there is no effei
)SE position, manual capability
jility to close the cap is affect
AP CLOSE position, the cap c;
ctrical
f S9 fails open in the CAP OP!
Jgic cap circuit. The PMT lir
apability to OPEN the cap is li
; S9 fails closed in the CAP O!
utomatically closed,
i S9 fails open/closed in the A1
: S9 fails open in the CAP CLC
з lost, but the automatic capal


























|l>n is lost, the crewman can re
;, wire open the cap, reextend
:rability
f the S9 remote control functic
ead, disconnect the LI linkage








2!8.1о ec p^ 1* Д2 сrt о"3 £о «•f °j the same cues at the DS!4 re
эппе! can determine PMT cap
264K7293.
i can detect S9 failure by using
h manually. The. ground persi
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г:
functional item 3. 5. 1. 3. 3. 5. 1. 2.





































' gain switch (SIO) is used to maintain the PMT output INTENSITY meter reading
; instrument's range for comprehensive data coverage. Switch SIO is a double pole
















































!!If SIO fails closed in the HIGH/MED position, the gain intensity circuit is
unaffected in the failed position, and a K7266T027 or K7267T027 telemetry
•
signal will be recorded; but, the intensity meter readout (DS*:5) may indicate
differently when the switch is rotated to MED and LOW.
!!If SIO fails open in the HIGH/MED position, the gain intensity circuit is
unaffected, no gain signal output for telemetry, and DS!5 will read low for the
failed positions.
!!Я SIO fails open/closed in the LOW position, the gain circuitry, telemetry, and
readout are unaffected.
Communications and Data










gThe astronaut can monitor DS!5 display to determine the relative indicator positic
when operating SIO to measure light intensity.
•
>•The ground personnel can monitor the change in PMT gain by referring to telemet
measurements K7266Z027 or K7266T027 (high gain), and K7267Z027 or K7267T02















































































































The intensity meter readout (DS!5) is a 0 to 5 Vdc indicator that









































 §The crewman can detect a DS!5 failure if the dial indicator doesplaced in the HIGH gain position, PMT shutter and cap open, and
at a high intensity light source. The PMT dark current calibrati
0. 5 Vdc.













in the S149 positi








With Experiment S!149 installed and the experiment select switcl
the positioning of S12 to the OPEN position will open the S149 det































liiSSwitch S4 is a single pole, double throw, hermetrically sealed toSTART position is a momentary contact, and spring returns to O]






























































£ 3be needed to con

















































































































































































• Upon program initiation, the astronaut can monitor the с
automatic control panels to determine if the displays cha
first be focused to the automatic programmer light (PRO
light is illuminated, the photometer is operating.










References 15, 22, 37, 41, and 42.
•a iз '£
x i a -i
:e 8S




































The common panel cable receptacle (J9) is located on the lower left
manual control panel. When the photometer head is replaced with t
control panel assembly is disconnected, removed, and stowed in tb








































The programmer cable receptacle (J10) is located on the lower rigl
manual control panel. It is used to either connect the automatic pr
photometer circuitry when the programmer is used, or to connect t








































































A shorting plug and two dust caps are stowed on the manual control
plug is connected to the manual control panel whenever the cable fr,
programmer is not attached. In this configuration, the photometer
manually or automatically in a filter change A. A&B camera autom







































































































































































































The automatic programmer is used to conduct photometer light intensity measurement s
within given boundaries, at selected time periods, for a number of repetitions. All thes
















































































References 15, 17, 18, 37, and 43 through 46.
i•srta•d
The automatic programmer's control and display panel functions are:
• Mode— the capability to select seven different photometer programs.





















































• Orbital Period Adjust— the capability to operate a photometer program over a
range of orbital periods.
• Trunnion Limits — the capability to scan the photometer head in elevation withi


























The mode, reps, orbital period adjust, and trunnion and shaft limit control and display :
selectable and read out with push button, rotary switches (PBRS's). Pressing the incre
(INCR) mechanically steps the switch to the next higher number. Pressing the decrease
steps the switch to the next lower number. In the center of each switch is an octal read
switch position. Each switch has eight positions — zero through seven, inclusively. Th(
position is visually displayed on each switch. The reps, orbital period adjust, and trun
shaft limit functions are read in octal. The mode function is read as a digit.
j:The programmer ON function is displayed by a lamp. The camera enable switch is





The Pf for the control and display functions is considered remote. If a PBRS or toggL
switch fails, the automatic programmer control capability for a photometer program sc
гe




































































































































• The crewman can operate and monitor the control ar
enters them on the panel. If the PBRS does not ope
operate. There is no display for the camera enable
• The ground crew can determine if the automatic pro
properly by monitoring the photometer performance
mces 15, 17, 18, 37, and 43 through 46.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In Modes 4 and 5, one sequence is defined as the completion of all the functions required
in proceeding through one FW or position.
In Mode 6 the sequence selection is arbitrary and has no significance.
References 15 and 43 through 46.
0
The proper selection of the octal digits on the orbital period adjust PBRS will duplicate
























Since the photometer system, with the programmer, can operate unattended, and since
periodic ground command dumps of onboard recorded data are possible, repetitive
during other long, unattended periods. The orbital period counter permits programs
The orbital period counter is a programmable timer that allows the astronaut to delay the
start of each sequence in any multisequence scanning mode so that the program is
any number other than 00 is entered into two octal pushbutton rotary switches designated
ORBITAL PERIOD ADJUST on the programmer panel. For the 00 entry, the programmer
will step to the next sequence with no delay, i. e. , the orbital timer is not in use in this
condition. The counter is made up of two pulse!counting clocks in series. The f i r s t
for exactly 88 min. At the end of that time, it starts the second clock counting. The
second clock is the programmable part of the time, and it will count for 8 sec for each
octal digit set into the pushbutton switches. For example, 01 (octal) e8 sec, 02з1б sec, up
96 min 24 sec (equivalent to circular orbits ranging from 95 to 316 n. mi. ).
As the orbital counter proceeds with its count, the f i r s t scanning sequence continues to
completion, the shutter closes, the photometer cap closes, and an = 2 min calibration
sequence is performed. When the output of the counter reaches the values selected with th
period switches, a'program start signal is generated and the counters are reset to zero.
to start the next sequence. This series of functions continues until the full number of
programmed sequences is complete.
References 15 and 43 through 46.
over all or part of the sky. UPPER and LOWER refer to extremes in cw or ccw limits,
respectively, when viewed from the canister end for shaft and when viewed from above for
trunnion when the shaft position is 0*. The UPPER trunnion limit is that trunnion setting
where the mount stops after scanning in a cw direction and the LOWER trunnion limit is th;
trunnion setting where the mount stops after scanning in a
 Ccw direction. Therefore, any






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The UXM is an extendible/retractable scissors!like assembly containing 368 links and 44
spider assemblies. The UXM is designed to support the photometer head at seven rod
lengths (approximately 18 ft) and two rod lengths (approximately 5 ft) when extended throug:
either SAL.
The photometer head is mechanically fastened to the UXM by two screw attachment knobs
which will also accept the S!149 Motor Drive /Cassette and PCTVS camera head. An
alignment stripe must be matched when attaching the head to the orientation yoke.
An electrical connector (PI) is mated using alignment marks. This is accomplished so
that electrical power can be delivered to the orientation mechanism. The cabling from
the head end is routed along each of the four quadrants of the spider assemblies and is
formed so as to coil when the UXM is retracted into the canister.
«СThe Pf for the UXM is considered nominal. If the UXM should fail, the following conseque
• Mechanical
!!The UXM extendible/retractable assembly has moveable bars, links, spider
л
•a§.If1о4»4)USgял1ЛIrti3nt
if the mechanism is not deployed or retracted correctly. If the extension
rods are not properly engaged, or if the UXM is not preloaded prior to driving
in shaft/trunnion, the mechanism can become unstable and hang!up the canistei
assembly while deploying/retracting the photometer head.
• . Support




!!The connecting bars and links are subjected to varing temperature extremes in
the orbital environment. The bars and links are subjected to relatively high
temperature inputs when the deployed mechanism is located in the solar SAL
on the earth's sun side, especially during high 3!angle orbital periods. This
is deployed (seven rod lengths) in the earth's shadow, it is susceptible to cold




!!If moisture from the OA vent and dump operations collects on the bar and link
pivot points, it may freeze the joints and cause the UXM to bind during retract






















































































































2*fD the canister assembly, the photom
• Ope r ability




ed and /or preloaded, or if the mast
has failed and must be ejected.
The crewman, deploying/retracting the photom
If the required extension rods cannot be deploy














stems are part of the orientation me
he photometer head, pointing contr
•ogramming. Manual control is per












The shaft (azimuth) and trunnion (elevation) syi
that provides the capability to remotely point tl
accomplished either by manual or automatic pi
and the photometer directional position readoui



















trunnion yoke assembly which in tur
mbly attaches to the end of the UXM
00 Hz square wave synchronous ele<
and the other motor is located at th
The detachable photometer head mounts to the
to the shaft hub assembly. The shaft hub assei
shaft and trunnion systems are driven by two 4
motors. One motor is located at the shaft hub |l1
°
*
 ir ically opposite to each motor. Eac
ular position in octal.
yoke. Position encoders are mounted diamet
output feeds the photometer circuit logic as we



































canister. A logic assembly printed
il separately mounted relays are me
ard mounts gating components, and
and trunnion drive functions. The
ely high electromagnetic interferenc
board, a driver assembly PC board and sever;
within the housing. The logic assembly PC bo
assembly PC board mounts relay drivers. Th












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!!If the B7 patch heater were to fail, it could caus
lubricants to either increase resistance and redi
Pointing and Control
















































!!To retract the photometer head, DS!2 should ind
retraction requirement. If the trunnion cannot b
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The photometer head can probably be retracted if one of the alternate shaft positions
is acquired. If the photometer head cannot be retarcted it will be ejected.
•5"•s31иы.j«
^The astronaut and ground personnel can determine shaft mechanism failure by monitoring
DS!1 and the appropriate shaft telemetry measurements (see functional items 3.5. 1. 3. 2. 1
and 3.5. 1.3. 2. 1.3.2).
References 15, 22, 24, 29. 53, 54, 55, 56, and 57.
The photometer head assembly is a light measuring system that has shutters, an optical
train, and photoelectric counter. A 16mm DAC is aligned collinear with the photometer
optics so that sequence photographs may be taken for reference. Sunshields are provided
for both the photometer and camera systems to limit extraneous light and allow data
acquisition to within 18° of the sunline. The DAC is GFE and will not be considered as




















The optical train is referred to as a Fabry photometer because of its optical system desig
The optical system objective lens (A) is followed by a Ross zero!corrector refocusing len
(B) which reduces convergence of the beam to a value close to that of the light incident on
objective lens. Interference filters and a polarization analyzer are located in this partial]
collimated beam between the equal!curvature negative and positive lenses of the zero!
corrector. The positive element is considered as the collimatmg lens (C). The FOV is
determined by anFOVwheel which is located in the focal plane and can be indexed to a 1, 3
or 6* FOV aperature. A f i e l d lens (D) system focuses an image of the objective on the
cathode of the PMT.
The detector package contains a PMT with a solid state thermo!electric cooling circuit, a
high voltage power supply, an output voltage differential amplifier, and a PMT temperatui
sensing circuit for telemetry. The detector's sensitivity is in the 4000 to 8200 A range.
A solid state thermal electric cooler (TEC) is used to cool the PMT cathode. This
stabilizes the PMT output and reduces the PMT dark current (PMT output with no light
input) value. The PMT amplifier converts the PMT output signal (0 to 1 ЦА) to 0 to 10 V.
This signal is routed down the UXM to a 12. 5 gain amplifier in the canister electronics
(common control panel). The detector package is GFE and will not be considered as










































































































































References 15, 19, Z9, and 58.
The photometer head incorporates a system tha
and to reduce the amount of light incident upon














































































































by the 28 Vdc B3 and






The FOV wheel is indexed into any one of six p<














Selection of the desired FOV /neutral density po










i {S1FOVJ FOV wheel











Position indication is accomplished by a plunge
the 6° FOV (position zero) only. FOV wheel po

















e FOV readout, the F




8i rt TI £removed, the FOV physical position and FOV rmanual control panel must be actuated until the




!!If B3 fails, the FOV settings for va











rf!!If SI FOV fails open, the FOV read(








































































































































































!The neutral density f:
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































н§~• Communications and Data
!!If the PMT shutter fai ls closed, telemetry measurement d


















!!If 32т 7 fails, the DS!4 on the manual control panel will no



















 EThe astronaut and ground personnel can determine a PMT shutter failu
































References 15, 19, 22, 29, 37, 58, 60 and 61.
The photometer utilizes a coupled rotating polaroid half !wave synchro:
detector. The polarizer wheel, located between the aero!corrector Ic
optical system, is 3.9 in. in diameter and rotates continuously at 2 rp
operating. The polarization wheel is driven by a 27 V 400 cycle servo
geared to the periphery of the wheel. The polarizer wheel drives an e
position is sampled 320 times/sec by the AM data system and is corre
plane orientation. The light passing through the rotating polarization ;
instant defines that polarization component. The summation of all of t




























!!If B4 fails, the ability of the photometer to distinguish the




• Communications and Data
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:r by selectively positionil






































curvature negative and posi
placed into the optical path






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































nominal. If the assembly tails, the following effects would occur:
|• Electrical

























* Communications and Data
!!If the PMT cap fails closed, telemetry measurement data for the PMT
(M7074T027) will be lost.
!!If CR6 fails, telemetry measurement C7066Z027 or C7066T027 will be 1
• Operability
!!If S5L] fails, DS!4 readout will not properly display the cap's position




S. SThe crewman and ground personnel can determine a PMT cap and temperature housfailure by monitoring the appropriate manual control panel readout and telemetry m







Sunshields are provided for the photometer and the 16mm DAC to shield out extrane
light and to permit observations to within 18° of the sun. The photometer sunshield





The sunshields are of two piece construction; the detachable extension segment (sol;
sunshield) is removed and stowed when the photometer is installed in the anti!solar
The solar sunshield, when attached, improves the extraneous light rejection qualitb





















A sunshield cover is provided to cover the inlet end of the solar sunshield (one unit
both the photometer and the DAC solar sunshield), when the photometer is stowed o:
when the solar sunshield has been removed from the photometer. When the solar s
is removed and temproarily stowed, dust caps are provided to cover the aft end of t












































































































































































A 16mm DAC (GFE) is mounted on the photometer hea'
photographic images of an FOV that is collinear with a
photometer. It consists of a camera lens and a Model
lens is an f/0. 95 with a focal length of 25mm. The ca
and should not be changed:
s
£00м
• Focus = 00
• f Stop = 0. 95
• Shutter Speed = 1/60
* Exposure = Time.





























































The stowage container provides stowage and environm
system. The top of the container is the work station f
canister during installation and removal of the photon*
vented through a 50 Jim filter to maintain cleanliness г









The power cable (40M32749) and instrumentation cable
portion of the stowage container.
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3. 5. 1. 3. 1.2
Rod Eject Lever






























3. 5. 1. 3.2. 1. 3
Shaft
С and D
3. 5. 1. 3.2. 1.4
Trunnion
С and D
3. 5. 1. 3. 2. 1. 1. 1
Power Switch
(SI)
3.5. 1. 3.2. 1. 3. 1
Shaft Switch
(S2)
3.5. 1. 3.2. 1.3.2
Shaft Readout
(DS!1)
3.5. 1. 3.2. 1.4. 1
Trunnion Switch
(S3)
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Select Switch ( S l l )
3. 5. 1.3. З.г
Filter Wheel
С and D
3.5. 1. 3. 3. 3
FOV
С and D
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Auto Switch
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3. 5. 1. 3.3. 5.2
Cap
Position








" l^_ Shutter , » r j )
Readout 3. 5. 1. 3. 3. 5. 1. 1 ЧГ ^У
Shutter т




Readout 3. 5. 1 . 3. 3. 5. 2. 1 41 ^/
1 J
 Cao Switch Т Г.
3.5.1.3.3.5.3.2 (S9) \V
Meter Г А
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Gain Switch |
(S10)
i.5. 1.3. 3. 9. 1
Shorting
Plug
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Dust Caps HCx
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3.5. 1.4.3. 1. 1. 1
Photometer
Head Fasteners
3.5. 1.4.3. 1. 1.2
Mechanical Locks
3. 5. 1.4.3. 1.2. 1
Patch Heater
3.5. 1.4. 3.2. 1. 1
Mechanism Lock
3.5.1.4.3.2.2 3. 5. 1 .4 .3 .2 .2 . 1
Motor
(B6) Patch Heater
3. 5. 1.4. 3. 2.3
Encoder
(M3)
3. 5. 1. 4. 3. 2.4
Hub
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3. 5. 1.4.4. 1. 1
3. 5. 1.4.4. 1
Detector Package
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Detector Package
Interface Adapter










3. 5. 1.4.4. 1.2
__ Thermoelectr ic _ /
Cooler /Hea te r \
•
„|*-\
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Refocus ing
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3. 5. 1.4.4. 3. 1
Field Lens
(D)
















3.5. 1.4.4. 3. 3. 1
Shutter




3. 5. 1.4.4. 3. 3. 3
Proximity Switch
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3.5. 1.4.4. 5.2. 3
Stepper Motors
3. 5. 1.4.4. 5.2.4
Geneva
Mechanisms
3. 5. 1.4.4. 5.2. 5
Sequencer
Logic
3. 5. 1.4.4. 5.2.6
Plunger
Switches













3.5. 1.4.4. 5.2. 4. 3
Gearing
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Proximity Switch
(S5)
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Sour i r
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Sensor ( C H t i ' l
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Body
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S u n s h i e l d
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3. 5. 1.4. 9.1. 1
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Shut ter
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Motor
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3.5. 1. 5. 1
Spare Cables,
Experiment S-183,
Ref . 3.6 1
Perform Experiment
Sensitivity Analysis
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SECTION II.
EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE T"2. EXPERIMENT T"027/S"073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT, PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT





























There are several electr ical interfaces that eventually tie into the experiment. Power
is supplied to the experiment from OWS Bus 1 and 2 through OWS panel Nos. 613, 518
(+Z), and 544 (!Z). Power is provided to the AM data system that drives the electronics
and recorders. The latter supports information gathering from the experiment through
the instrumentation cable.
data may be recorded in all of the three data modes: DATA, EXP 1, and EXP 2. Voice
The experiment telemetry output is routed through the SAL Util i ty Panel Nos. 518 or 544
to the AM Data System. The tape recording DATA switch on panel 204 permits either
the astronaut or the ground controller to operate the tape recorder (CMD posit ion permits
There is an electrical interface between Experiment T!027/S!073 and each of the
Utility Panel Nos. 518 and 544.
panel No. 520 (+Z) or panel No. 540 (!Z). The crew member uses this intercom panel
recorded on the AM recorders us ing the DATA recorder mode.
Panel Nos. 518 and 544. The experiment power and telemetry cables are
attached to the power and instrumentation connectors on the selected SAL
attached to an SAL.
system and the film and the CM. Experiment T!027/S!073 will use three 140!ft
film magazines with Kodak type 2485 f i lm for each mission. The f i lm will be loaded
in the Mauer camera located on the photometer head assembly. Environmental
experiment operation and storage is expected to result in s igni f icant film degradation.
the film will be of usable quality for their objectives.
There is an operability interface between Experiment S!149 and each of the following:
S!14 9 experiment cassette is deployed through the mechanical control panel u s i n g
data interface between the manual control panel and S!149. The manual control
panel selects the experiment (S!149 or T!027/S!073) and activates the motor
drive for the MD/CSU. There is a mechanical interface between Experiment S!149
There are mechanical and operability inter faces between the PCTVS and the
respectively (see code 10 ).
Experiment M!151, Time and Motion Study, will film one sequence each of the
crewman attaching the canister assembly to and removal from each SAL.
T!108
SECTION III.
EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
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Information and data taken from
R e f e r e n c e 37.
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/ +Z SAL BUS 2 \






























TO EXPERIMENT SELECT SWITCH
5 DATA LINES
5 SHIELDS
FROM COMMAND S Y S T E M






+ Z S A L OUTLETS
POWER
OWS 518










S E A T O N WILSON
QUICK DISCONNECT
1/4" ID
/ SALT \ / S A L 2 \
( TEMP 2 ] I TEMP 2 1
УбОТО +140'F/ V60 TO +140' Я
ANTI"SOLA R
~ i \ / S A L 2 S
















NORMALLY THE "г SAL WILL OPERATE OFF OWS
BUS 1 AND THE "Z SAL OFF OWS BUS 2
THE DESICCANT CANISTER 15 CONNECTED TO THE
"Z SAL O N L Y . THE "Z SAL HAS AN OPEN LINE TO
THE FILTER
SAL 1 TEMP 2 OPERATES OFF BUS V5I7
CONNECTION ON ANTI"SOLAR SAL ONLY
BLANK POSITION ON SOLAR SAL
Ncte: Information and data taken from R e f e r e n c e 37.
FIGURE T"3. EXPERIMENTT"027 / S"073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT, PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN / ZODIACAL
LIGHT SYSTEMS DIAGRAM (Sheet 4 of 5)
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DATA IS TRANSMITTED IN R Т
EXCEPT. М50Ч AND T013 DATA
WHICH IS RECORDED AND DUMPED
IN DELAYED TIME
Information and data taken from
Reference 37.
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SECTION IV.
EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT
DATA REQUEST FORMS
T-118
Data Request Forms (DRF's) have been submitted to HOSC for




EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT
ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUESTS
T-120
Engineering Change Requests for Experiment T-027/S-073 are N/A.
T-121
SECTION VII.
EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT
EVALUATION SEQUENCE
T-122
TABLET"III . EXPERIMENT T"027/S"073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT, PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN / ZOOIACALLIGHT EVALUATION SEQUENCE (Sheet 1 of
• SL!l/SL!Z, SL!3 and SL!4
Orbital Assembly:
• OWS
near Position I at OWS Sta. No.
437.997 (stowage container F591).
through the solar (+Z) or anti!
solar (!Z) SAL's at OWS Sta.
No. ! 467.997. Both SAL's
Any combination of the Commander (CDR), Science
Pilot (SPT), or Pilot (PLT) can be used to set up,
and 39).
will be updated by the PI and recorded in
Flight Support:
• The tripod is stowed between the OWS wall
Ground Support:
established if the Operator (OPR) sets up the
Functional Objectives:
SL!l/SL! г
la (FO!5 through FO!8). 3b(FO!9). 3d(FO!10)
• FO!11 and FO!12: Perform in Ecliptic Programs 2a
(FO!11 ) and 2b (FO!12)
• FO!13 and FO!14: Perform V e r l i c a l Circle Proj!ramr,
2c (FO!13) and 2d (FO!14)
• FO!15 and FO!16: Perform All Sky Map Programs 5a
(FO!15) and 5b (FO!16)
• FO!17 and FO!18: Perform Celestial Poleз (N and S)
e FO!19 and FO!20: Perform GegensclwHn Programs 1 b
(FO!19) and la (FO!20)
• FO!21: Perform Perpendicular to Ecliptic Program За
• FO!23: Perform Eclipt ic Pole (N) Program Id
SL!3 and SL!4
• Refer to SEPEM, Appendix T,
Table T!I, Functional Item 3. 1.2.
Mr. W. R. Bock
Mr. C. Brown
Mr. J. Carbo
















Mr. W. Те ague
Dr. J. L. WVinberE
Integration Engineer (IE)
Crew Operations Specialist (COS)
Science Representative (SR)
Flight Controller (FC)
SAL/EREP Experiment Team Leader (ETL)
Design Specialist, Electrical (DSE)
Science Representative (SR)
Operations Support Specialist (OSS)
Principal Investigator (PI), T!027, Contamination Measurement, Photo
Experiment Integration Manager (EIM)
Crew Systems (CS)
Qual/Test Representative (QTRJ
Principal Investigator (PI), S!073, Cegenschein/Zodiacal Light
Nui
г (Business and Home)
MSFC, Bld
s
. 4610, SbE!ASTN!SDF, 205 453!3810
Z05 881!4419





MSFC, Bldg. 4610, SbE!ASTN!SDl, 205453!3811
205 881!7604
Martin Marietta Corporation, Houston, Texas, 713333!4150. Ext. 234
MSFC. Bldg. 4481. SbE!SSL!TT, 205 453!3103
205 852!0117
MSC, Bldg. 30, FC6, 713 483!4717
MSFC. Bldg. 4201, SL!EI. 205453!1656
205 881!1315
MSFC, Bldg. 4201, PM!SL!DP, 205453!3182
205 837!2267
MSFC, Bldg. 4201, SL!EI, 205453!1656
205 323!2433
Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado, 303794!5211, Ext. 3790
303 237!8743
205 8C1!5361
MSFC, Bldg. 4481, SbE!SSL!TT, 205453!3103
205 883!2552
Martin Marietla Corporation, Denver Colorado, 303794!5211, Ext. 3790
205 881!5381
Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado. 303 794!5211,Ext. 4538
303 798!4914
Teledyne Brown Engineering Company, Huntsville, Alabama, 205 53^!1612
205 881!9176
neter Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado, 303 794!2859. Fxt. 2381
MSFC, Bldg. 4200, S8.E!R!F, 205453!1123
205 539!3222
MSFC, Bldg. 4612, SbE!ASTN!SMS, 205 453!4375
205 883!2796
MSFC, Bldg. 4707, SbE!QUAL!ATE, 205 453!4660
= 205 852!2635
MSC, Bldg. 4, CC3, 713 483!3048 or 3091













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































h other experiments (Panel
























































































































r inient М! 151 operation (if
Hi intensity It SYS 1 & 2 HI
(3 min warm up required)
DAG pb ! on.





























































































































;move the end plate f rom th
t so as not to bind the photo
ront end plate from canistci
















































































































































































































иотзиэ^хэ pue poj usa!w^sq ;tj Snus рин UIJTJ












































































































Deploy photometer system head out of the canister ui
handle is approx. 5 in. from mechanical panel.
V e r i f y that the three orientation mechanism locks ar

















SPT ! Science Pilot
PLT ! Pilot
ALL ! CDR/SPT/PLT
OPR ! Any combination of CDR/SPT/PLT



































































































settings are not t






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ad into the cani
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































POWER sw ! OFF
SHAFT sw ! oii (сетЛет poaitio^
































EXPERIMENT SELECT sw ! T!027/
FILTER WHEEL AUTO sw ! A&B
PMT GAIN sw ! LOW





















































































































































































































































SPT ! Science Pilot
PLT • ! Pilot
ALL ! CDR/SPT/PLT
OPR ! Any combination of CDR/S1
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• Power ! ON (3 min warmup).









Note: Rod attachment sequence:
Z rods- !А, С
7 rods!!A, В (5), С
ally thread extension rod A to photome
sion mechanism.

























































































































































































































































tometer head should be sleeved 1
0 (22.5°) in trunnion as quickly i
when extending from SAL 1 (+Z






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Remove extension rod han



















Insert extension rod handl








Verify rod LATCH engage



































































































































V e r i f y the following contrc






























 DSHAFT ind ! 040 (octal)






























































































































































































































































































































































































































IIOPR ! Any combi













































































































































































































































Stow extension rod handle.
Warni
Do not stand in front
or releasing UXM pr
*CDR ! Commander














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SPT " Science Pilot
PLT " Pilot
ALL " CDR/SPT/PLT































































































































































































































































































































иConfigure Experiment Recorder Co
о
! RECORD
It ! ON (verify)
! RECORD
It ! ON (verify)
• TAPE RECORDERS EXP
• TAPE RECORDERS EXP
• TAPE RECORDERS EXP













Activate Speaker Intercom (S/I) par
• S/I CHAN В ! OFF






















• CCU volume control ! adj
• S/I CHAN В ! ICOM/PTT




SPT ! Science Pilot
PLT ! Pilot
ALL ! CDR/SPT/PLT
OPR ! Any combination of CDR/SI










































































































QS073 PREP Cm SAL
MAG 1 1 1 1 J LOG
S073 EXT CD RODS
OPERATION СШ PROG a FOV
INHIBIT MOMENTUM DUMP
1 1 1 1 TRUNNIO1
I ' l l UPPER
1 1 1 1 LOWER

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i MODE ind ! 0
i REPS ind ! 55
• ORBITAL PERIOD ADJUST ini










2<2i> TRUNNION LOWER LIMIT ind
о
1ЁIЕ«•52<> SHAFT UPPER LIMIT ind ! N
g£
Ё>1сX2<!> SHAFT LOWER LIMIT ind ! N
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 rtP ! Preparation E ! Event С ! Continuous R ! Real Tin
О ! Operations H ! Housekeeping I ! Intermittent N ! Near/Re
Т ! Termination A ! Analog D ! Discrete A ! All Time
L. ! Lift!off (Booster) D ! Digital (Specified number of times)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1FW A / 2 1 . K7271T02
)
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*Р ! Preparation **CDR •> Commander
О ! Operations SPT ! Science Pilot
Т ! Termination PLT ! Pilot































































































































































































i m e n t M!15 1 operation: (if required) :
• High intensity It SYS 1 & Z HIGH
• POWER ! ON (3 min warm up requi
• DAC cb ! on








































Do not stand directly behind extension
until after the preload is removed.
: rod LiATCH to open position and retrac
until the rod handle attachment mark is










n tube brake to extension rod.















ve extension rod handle from top of phot
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and ground that the photo








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































re stabilization of photome
(60 ! 1ZO min).
operation (if required):
Lty It SYS 1 & 2 HIGH






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































<U14ЯсOJ£OJионоDeploy photometer system head out of the phol












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT









































































































































































£^ы 5cap locking nut and adjustment on arm




















Р25А2 Acquire pry bar from PATK
and force the latches open.
P25A3 Open F591 storage container
lid and continue the experiment
preparation.
P25B1 Use channel lock pliers from
PATK, grip black knurled knob, and
unscrew CCW until fasteners either


































































































































illto determine if the fasteners havereleased.
P25B3 If the black knob is sheared
from the Calfax shaft assembly,
dispose of knob and spring components.
1111
P25B4 Attach vice grip pliers to the
exposed portion of the shaft and turn
CCW until the fasteners either release
or the Calfax shaft assembly shears.



















P25B6 If the Calfax shaft is sheared
from the bottom retainer bushing,

































































































f rom PATK, align through upper Calf








tainer is lost and





to attach to th
or canister tr
(as required).
P25B8 Obtain ball peen hammer and
drive out Calfax retainer by tapping
the taper punch.
P25B9 Remove the canister assembl'
from the F591 stowage container and





1 P25B10 If malfunction P25A has






occurred and either Contingency Plan
P25A1 or P25A2 is implemented,
remove all stowed hardware (power
and instrumentation cables) and
location: E623used; stowage
and M144.
restrain in immediate area.
сrt
xDИTape stowage:P25B11 Close lid of F591 stowage
CJcontainer and apply 2!in. wide presst
sensitive tape to secure the lid to the
1 container; continue the experiment
1 preparation.
i on Calfax shaft orScrew threadsю1 P25C1 If one or more Calfax fasteneоeсп)d>СsXrtии<м
i may be damaged.mounting pads
•gQJ
can be engaged to the F591 stowage











































(SJЦBungee s towaj!aP25C2 If all Calfax fasteners are fai
and cannot be engaged with the pads,
т
В*,сsecure the canister to the stowage со





























































































а11)hь0).0ааCJ1чи0НP25D1 If removal of canister assembly









































or prevented by sticking guide cone
assemblies, ensure that the canister is




Р26А1 Observe the eight attaching


















































































































































from PATK, and torque the jamming
pivot blocks as required to release it
from the canister.
P26A3 Use the 3/32!in. long taper
punch and ball peen hammer from
PATK, and drive out pin at jammed
1 attaching pivot block.
P26A4 If pivot blocks are still jammed,
disassemble affected component using














Р26А5 Use a ball peen hammer from
PATK, and carefully tap one or more
of the end plate guide lands while hold!
ing the end plate with the other hand;
continue experiment preparation.
P26B1 Attach end plate to T027 END
PLATE PS stowage brackets; secure
































































































































































































































































Р27А1 Obtain channel lock pli
PATK, grip knurled knob, uns




































































































v £ < §
.2 * S ^ S
2 -S 3 S 2
P27A2 If the fasteners do not
obtain 3/l6-in. blade driver a
between tube brake pivot arm .
blies; repeat Contingency Plan




































































































































































































































































Р210А1 Examine end of exten
and rod handle assemblies for
and rod interface seat damage
debris or dress face of extens































































































































































If pivot latches fail to close after
the plunger button is released,













































































If rod turning pin is broken, the
extension rod end slot cannot be
engaged by the pin so that torque
can be applied to attach the rod.
If the plunger button spring fails,
the latches may not be fully
engaged on the extension rod
slot collar relief.
Disassembly of extension rod
handle may be accomplished by
removing two driver bit screws
on the handle (see Contingency
Plans P232H1 through P232H12).
Alternatives to the 3/16!in. blade
screwdriver are:
• shaft of 1/8!in. Allen bit
• shaftof Phillip's driver No. 1





















































































































































































































































































Use channel lock pliers fro
aid in t ightening/loosening












Grip only the slotted stem section
of the rod with pliers.
Caution
experiment preparation.3си
Do not overtighten. Only bring I
threads up snugly. 1
Extension rod A cannot be 1
attached to the mast support tube, 1




























cannot be deployed. 1
The mast support tube cannot
attach to the extension rod, and

































The tension spring is broken 1









Press the rod LATCH to th

























































The tension spring is wedged
between the rod LATCH assembly





Acquire the mechanical fin
PATK, remove the spring,


















The thumb latch torque spr ing is 1
broken and will not secure the rod!








After press ing rod LATCH
^ure the thumb latch onto t

















































































































































































Р211С2 After pressing rod LATCH
down, attach a strip of 1!in. pressure
sensitive tape on the face of the rod
LATCH assembly and secure to the





P212A1 Determine what extension rod






































































P212A2 Acquire slip joint pliers from
the PATK and bend pins back into align-














































P212B1 Ensure that at least one index
pin is attached to extension rod before






















Р212С 1 Remove outer extension rod
































Р212С 2 Remove rod handle from
extension rod and stow handle on
canister.
*nц
P212C3 Acquire vice grip from PATK
and attach to stem section.
[I
P212C4 Pull stem section for retrac!







P212C5 Ensure that the rod LATCH is !




































T r a s h container stowage: F568s
 »




















12C7 Obtain 3/4! in. pres
isitive tape and retain nea
lister rod rack assembly.
12C8 Push the extension



















rhis will prevent the extension
rod from inadvertently moving






















12C9 W r a p several turns
)ut the outer rod section a
:k side of the mechanical >















The backup hardware extension








•f the extension rod is resupplie
;o the experiment, a 1 1/2! in .
:ube cutter should be included 01
!6
:he SLM!2 mission. The t u b e
:utter would be used to remove
:he outer rod from the inner ro
Ё
Fhis permits the crewman to
iccess the inner rod assembly






































































12Е1 Determine extent of
Lure .
12E2 If outer rod is f rac
larate sections), hold the



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1214 Obtain 3/4!in. pressure
isitive tape and attach several wraps
:ape to Allen bit and stem section.
1215 Obtain channel lock pliers fror
TK and grip about the stem section;














































































































































: s£  
























































































































































12J1 Remove extension rod handle














































л aС С г>12J2 Determine the nature and extestem section damage. If only the pisheared from the inner rod, refer t<
itingency Plans P212I3 through
12110. If the tip of the inner rod is
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































id attach to top of bo





















Release the vice gr


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P226A2 If the escapement al
marks are not perpendicular
motor drive shaft, rotate the
shaft so that the escapement

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































he pin nut castelat:
oose with 3/16!ir



































































































































































































































































оRefer to ContingmOJCOCMfta•ga<Extension rodCQro.СЛCMft




























































































































P232D1 R e f e r to Contingency Plans0JH<UО•оос0£О)ЫQгМГО(МРч
















Р212С 1 through P212C9.a
1
о















я)оии.!DлP232G1 Rotate the inner rod CCW






































вapply small quantity of O! r ing lubrica




P232G2 Screw extension rod CW until














engage the rod LATCH and await
f u r t h e r ins t ruct ion f rom the g r o u n d
support personnel .
P232G4 If the inner rod does not
release f rom the mast support tube,
obtain channel lock pl iers from PATK





















































































































P232G6 Stow extension rod A in the
rod stowage rack and attach the
extension rod handle to its stowage
location on the canister.
a !>P232G7 Inspect the mast support tuband extension rod interfaces for galle
and stripped threads.
P232G8 If damage is extensive (one
half of threads are missing or galled)
to both components, terminate the
1 experiment nominally.





























P232H2 Restrain the rod/handle
assembly, obtain hi torque driver bit
No. 1 and spin handle from PATK,
remove two screws from rod handle,
and retain screws.
h
P232H3 Pull knurled portion of rod
handle back away from attached forw;







P232H4 Pivot two rod latches open b
simultaneously depressing the rear
portion of the latch using one 3/16!in





P232H5 Pull back the forward sectio







Р232Н6 If the handle does not releas
from the extension rod, obtain 3/32!i
























































































Р232Н 7 Drive out the 1/8! in . rod
t u r n i n g pin from the handle and retain
pin.
P232H8 Repeat Contingency Plans
P232H4 and P232H5.
P232H9 If the handle is released f rom
the extension rod, determine handle
component malfunct ion and r e a s s e m b l e
extension rod handle.
P232H10 If the handle is deemed






HP232H11 Install the inoperable rod
handle on the canister carry ing post
and secure with p r e s s u r e sens i t ive
tape.
P232H12 If the handle is not re leased
from the extension rod, determine if
rod damage has occurred.
P232H13 If extension rod A is damaged,
proceed to Contingency Plan P232H16.
1















Р232Н1 5 Stow the operable rod handle

































































P232H16 Return the inoperable
extension rod to the rod rack and
engage the stem section end threads
after reassembling handle on the rod; |








Р233А1 Obtain 3/4!in. pressure
sensitive tape and wrap the expanding












































| to the tripod and legs; continue
experiment preparation.
P234A1 Obtain 3/4!in. pressure






























































































































Р234А2 Ensure that the hand screw is
attached through the tripod leg, OWS









P234A3 Wrap several turns of tape
about the exposed hand screw threads.
P234A4 Attach one 4! in. С !clamp to
the tripod leg mounting flange and OWS















P234B1 Refer to Contingency Plan
P234A4.
P237A1 Obtain slip joint pliers, cutter
pliers, and safety wire from PATK;












































































































































































































































































































и§jsшjoоA•iHVUe'cQJw0 ^ i Srt 30. O
.
О £ш
P237A2 W r a p several turns of safety





















P238A1 Remove experiment canister i

































































































mounting f langes for d e b r i s , remove



















P238A2 Inspect canister and SAL ''•
mounting f lange seals for damage.
P238A3 If seal damage is evident and
extensive, terminate the experiment
nominally,
P238A4 If seal damage is evident but
not extensive, continue experiment
preparation.
P238A5 Inspect the backside of the
canister f l a n g e plate at each one of the










Р238А 6 If latch galling is evident at
1 the canister f lange, cycle the SAL
HANDLE RELEASE to EXPERIMENT
LOCK and EXPERIMENT UNLOCK















P238A7 Determine functional operation
of SAL latching dogs.
P238A8 Reattach the experiment


































































Р242А 1 Substitute experiment SI 8









































































































Р242А2 Connect to appropriate






































































PZ42A3 If the SI 83 SAL INST cab
being used, check connector pins












P242B1 Substitute experiment SI!
SAL PWR cable for T027/S073 SA
PWR cable.
P242.BZ Connect to appropriate






































































Р242ВЗ If the S183 SAL PWR cab
being used, check the connector p








Р242В4 Use pin straightener and
continue experiment preparation.


























































































Р3815В1 Notify the ground support
personnel of extension rod damag<







































































































P3815B2 Retrac t the photometer into
the canister , engage the rod LATCH
into the mast support tube slot, ar.d
stow the rod and handle.
z
P3815B3 Close the SAL doors and aws
f u r t h e r upl ink i n s t r u c t i o n s .



















































Р3815Е 1 Not i f y the ground support




































s e c u r e f rom exper iment photometer
deployment.
•0оhс.5с0"*




Р3815ЕЗ U n s c r e w the stem section
CCW, and dispose of it in the t ra sh
container or bag.
P3S15E4 Release extension rod handlt
f r o m stowage, disconnect and stow
remaining В rods.
P3815E5 Retract extension rod A,
engage the rod LATCH into mast







P3815E6 Close the SAL doors, re fer t
Contingency Plans P212C7 through
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P382 12A1 Continue experiment deploy!
























































































































































EXPERIMENT T-027/S-073, CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT,
PHOTOMETER AND GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT
MALFUNCTION ANALYSES
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2. CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT, T027
The T027 experiment consists of two separate hardware
systems, each retrieving different and independent data. One
system is the Sample Array, and the other system is the Photometer.
The primary Sample Array and Photometer operational functions
requiring analysis are presented in Table 2.1. Figure 2.1 thru
2.5 depict the relationships used to develop this table and also
presents those items analyzed in this issue of the document.
Table 2.1 Operational Functions and Malfunction Analysis Items,
T027
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© Table 2.1 Operational Functions and Malfunction Analysis Items,
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Figure 2.5 Malfunction Analys i s Diagram,
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Mechanical malfunction items 2. 2. 3 through 2. 2.4 eliminated from




3. GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT, S073
The S073 experiment employs the T027, Contamination Measure-
ment, photometer system. T027 and S073 require data regarding
contamination, starlight, gegenschein, and zodiacal light, there-
fore a single observing program is used to obtain the photometric
and photographic data used by each experiment. As a result, the
T027 (2.2) photometer system hardware is used for S073 and no
additional malfunction analysis is required for S073.
T-265
SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The T!027/S!073 experiment has the most sophisticated and com!
plex experiment of the Skylab corollary experiments. It is a piece
of precision machinery made up of many servo!mechanisms and
is controlled by an automatic electronic programmer. Obviously,
there are many possibilities for hardware failure; however, con!
fidence has been gained from reviewing quality and acceptance test
results. Rigorous testing of the photometer system has proven
that the equipment performed well under severe operating condi!
tions.
2. The analyses performed in Sections I and VIII resulted in making
the investigator aware that some hardware failures can cause a
significant impact on the continued operation of the experiment,
and possibly jeopardize some secondary mission objectives.
Failure of the extension/retraction subsystems imposes severe
restrictions on the photometer experiment operations and could
impact other experiments that use the SAL. If the photometer
ejection system fails, then other Skylab experiments that use the
SAL can not be scheduled.
The orientation mechanism, extension/retraction, ejection and
photomultiplier tube are considered critical T!027/S073 experi!
ment subsystems. Failure of the orientation mechanism or the
extension/retraction subsystems will cause the photometer system
to be ejected. Failure of the ejection subsystem will cause the
loss of the SAL. Failure of the photomultiplier tube subsystem
will cause the experiment to be terminated.
3. The crew procedures specified in Table III have been coordinated
with Mr. W. Teague of MSC, and are considered up!to!date.
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